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During the high-latitude phase of the Cassini mission in 2008 we have observed multiple crossings of the field-
aligned current systems connecting the magnetosphere to the ionosphere. It is thought that the main upward-
directed field-aligned current, located near to the open-closed field line boundary, is responsible for the production
of the main auroral oval. During Rev 89, however, we see evidence for an extraordinary field-aligned current
signature in the southern hemisphere near to midnight, following on from a solar wind compression of Saturn’s
magnetosphere. The magnitude of the main field-aligned current is 3 times the “typical” values seen during 2008.
In addition, we see multiple additional field-aligned current signatures as the spacecraft moves through dawn
toward the dayside at very high-latitude, accompanied by “leading” field configurations and prolonged intervals
of an unusually hot electron population. The observed open-closed field line boundary is located at a co-latitude
of 9° post-midnight and at 7° near to dawn, which is significantly further poleward than “typical” values of the
auroral oval location of 20° and 14° at these local times respectively. This distinctive event importantly coincides
with the first entry of Cassini into the SKR source region, as evidenced in the RPWS data. We propose that the
unusually strong field-aligned currents in the SH, and additional flows and field-aligned current signatures at very
high-latitude, relate to an interval of tail reconnection near to midnight following the shock-compression of the
magnetosphere. The poleward location of the open-closed field line boundary results from closure of magnetic
flux in the tail and associated input of hot electrons into the magnetosphere and ionosphere. This interpretation is
supported by observations in SKR polar maps (well known to be conjugate with the UV aurora) of a major dawn
enhancement of the auroral oval reaching to high-latitudes, similar to the 2004 Cassini-HST post-compression
event.


